
Paul Meissner, CEO Energy Everywhere 
Paul Meissner, Ph.D., is the CEO of Energy Everywhere, 
Inc., a global leader in the development and deployment 
of distributed energy solutions.  The company specializes 
in sustainable energy generation at the point of 
consumption, with a portfolio of renewable solutions 
integrated with storage, control, remote monitoring and 
AI optimization.  
After receiving his Ph.D. in Engineering from Stanford 
University, Paul’s track record of innovation and 
leadership began from rapid rise to senior executive 
responsibilities driving the fastest growth and most 
disruptive business units in major Semiconductor 

Industry Leaders, Applied Materials and KLA Tencor.  
The next decade of Paul’s innovative career showcased senior leadership in the Laser and 
Optical Communications industry reaching a conclusion with the successful exit of Santur 
Corporation at a large multiple to the industry comparables, and a set of major technology and 
business model breakthroughs, including the launch of the most advanced, high speed Data 
Center optical solutions. 
With Energy Everywhere, Paul now leads a diverse group of international private investors, and 
a development and operations teams implementing breakthrough distributed power systems in 
the US and Europe, and with a pipeline of over $2B in North American, European and Asian 
energy projects. 
 
 

Jack Pouchet, VP of Sales Natron Energy 
Jack Pouchet is the Vice President of Sales for Natron 
Energy. Jack works closely with major OEMs, large data 
center owners and operators, and leading mission critical 
engineering firms to help define, architect, and create 
opportunities for advanced battery and power 
technologies that improve day-to-day business and 
operational efficiencies. Prior to joining Natron Jack was 
engaged at Vertiv as the Vice President of Business 
Development. During his tenure at Vertiv Jack was a co-
founder of the Hyperscale Solutions business, the highly 
successful platform that launched a global prefabricated 
& modular data center practice.  

 
Jack brings over twenty years of related OEM power supply, power generation, distribution, 
and power product sales and marketing experience to Natron giving him a unique end-to-end 
perspective of the entire AC and DC power path.  
 



Jack is a frequent industry spokesperson, author, and an active member of several industry and 
sustainability associations including the Infrastructure Masons. Jack has a Bachelor’s of Arts and 
MBA in Business Administration. 
 
 

Alex Levran, CEO SUMEC North America 
Bio coming soon.  


